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There is a beautiful doublet 16mm x 11mm for only $34 and a lovely pair of doublets, the largest being 19mm x 14mm, one could
be a pendant and the other a ring for only $60. The same could be said for matching doublets at only $44 the largest is 14mm x
7mm, that would make a fantastic ring, the other could be a small pendant, they are both backed onto opal, they are very old
stones that have been put aside by a miner. The back of the largest 14mm x 7mm is lovely blue green opal.
There are six Boulder opals, the largest being 30mm x 14mm 38.7cts for only $150, now that’s a ridiculous price, you can’t buy
Boulder opal and cut for that price. All of this Offer apart from the Pipe/Shell has come from a guy that has been holding stock for
years, he really didn’t have any idea of prices, to get Boulder solids as bright as these purple only $25 each is really ridiculous. It
just about costs you that to get them cut.
The knapped arrowhead for only $38 is terrific value. For those of you who don’t knap you can get three beautiful Boulder cut
stones for only $120 16.59cts, is also tremendous value.
The polished shell pieces can be set as pendants, whilst they are thin I’ve seen an opal dealer wear something considerably
better than these but no thicker, it was never damaged.
I love the $125 solid opal, it appears to be black down one side because it has Boulder ironstone behind it. It’s a magnificent gem
piece, it would make great ring, it looks like a mountain with the sun going down behind it.
The shell/pipe opal for $875 is a beauty. You couldn’t buy such brilliant opal for less than $12,000/oz. When this is cut, polished
and finished it can be worn either as a pendant or a ring. If my life depended on it I think I’d say it was part of a shell. The cutter
certainly designed it so that it looked like an opalised squid (belemnite also known as a pipe).
There are some lovely Boulder pieces in this Offer, the five pieces weigh 19.5oz, only $200 for the lot. Two of those stones are
parts of Yowah Nuts, there is nowhere else in the world that you are going to buy Boulder opal like these, some of them showing
very close to gem opal for only $10.25/oz. There has been quite a lot of work to get these stones as they are. The other two
Boulder stones that show definite gem opal are wonderful value for only $220. Both can be used as specimens or cut into regular
Boulder opals.
This is a wonderful Offer, you can get some very beautiful opals for very little money. Take a look at the red stars and they will
direct you to the brightest stones at the best prices.
Murray
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$34 IMG_2724 Doublet 16mm x 11mm ****
$38 IMG_2706 Knapped Arrowhead 29mm x 19mm 8.1cts ***
$44 IMG_2711 Doublets (2) largest 14mm x 7mm ****
$60 IMG_2700 Doublets (2) largest 19mm x 14mm *****
$120 IMG_2701 Boulder solids (3) largest 16m x 13mm 16.59cts ****
$125 IMG_2716 Solid Opal Gem 15mm x 7mm 1.4cts *****
$150 IMG_2695 Boulder solids (6) largest 30mm x 14mm 38.7cts *****
$200 the lot IMG_2749 Boulder Opals (5) already polished, 2 are Yowah Nuts 19.5oz *****
$220 the lot IMG_2746 Boulder Opals (2) both have gem opal 7oz *****
$270 IMG_2712 Shell pieces polished (8) 19.43cts *****
$380 the lot IMG_2709 Tumbled Gems (10 stones) 31cts *****
$875 IMG_2676 Opalised Pipe/Shell 25mm x 8mm 3.93cts *****
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$200 the lot IMG_2749 Boulder Opals (5) already polished, 2 are Yowah Nuts 19.5oz
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$220 the lot IMG_2746 Boulder Opals (2) both have gem opal 7oz
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$270 IMG_2712 Shell pieces polished (8) 19.43cts
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$380 the lot IMG_2709 Tumbled Gems (10 stones) 31cts
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$875 IMG_2680 Opalised Pipe/Shell 25mm x 8mm 3.93cts
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$875 IMG_2566 Opalised Pipe/Shell 25mm x 8mm 3.93cts
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$875 IMG_2675 Opalised Pipe/Shell 25mm x 8mm 3.93cts
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$875 IMG_2576 Opalised Pipe/Shell 25mm x 8mm 3.93cts

Kind regards
Murray Willis
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Murray@AustralianOpalMines.com
http://www.australianopalmines.com
Ph 011 -618 -83324049
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